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North Birmingham Economic Recovery Plan: Executive Summary
1- Introduction
This document was created as a practical, action-focussed framework responding to the local
economic shock of the Covid19 pandemic and works in tandem with a detailed action plan.
Drawing together key agencies, it focusses on collaborative action and complements the work of
the North Birmingham Employment and Skills Board.
2- Mission Statement
To maximise inclusive economic activity for residents of the North Birmingham area, with
particular emphasis on creating effective routes into skills training and sustainable jobs for those
currently facing barriers and/or exclusion. To support Small and Medium-size Enterprise (SMEs)
and Social Enterprises in accessing business opportunities available to them.

3- Agreed Workstreams and Cross Cutting Themes;
The below were agreed upon by stakeholders at the Summit meeting held on the 18th June 2020
Work Streams

Cross Cutting Themes

1. Business & Employer Engagement
2. Skills and Training (inc: re-skilling
and upskilling)
3. Jobs and Employment Support
4. Commonwealth Games 2022
5. Peddimore Development

1- Supporting priority groups including:
- Young People
- Black & Minority Ethnic communities
- Gender equality/Women
- Residents with disabilities
2- Residents from priority wards/ neighbourhoods
3- Environmental Sustainability
4- IT – Access to equipment and digital literacy

4- Progress since July 2021
Business & Employer Engagement – Discussion have taken place between partners and external
stakeholders, and a draft programme produced for a Business Engagement and Growth
workshop on 2nd December. This workshop will support businesses in North Birmingham to
access opportunities available to them. Further details to follow.
BMET have shared information with NBER Co-ordinator about businesses, broken down into
sectors with live apprenticeship opportunities. This information is being reviewed and will be
used to inform the workshop and existing employment support initiatives.
Skills and Training – BEST will now feature a ‘Spotlight on Kickstart’ page. This feature page will
change and evolve depending on the programme, project or event which we wish to highlight /
promote – starting with Kickstart. The page will feature a case-study and video on a young person
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Francesca Strothers who secured an opportunity with WLCA through Kickstart Scheme. We will
be seeking other case studies from Partners to showcase.
Youth Hub – DWP have now allocated a work coach to deliver services from Perry Common
Community Hall. This is in addition to the youth hub at the Lighthouse in Perry Barr and the main
one in the library of Birmingham. This will enhance access to DWP provisions for young people
in the local community. Supporting young people has been highlighted in a number of forums
and communications, including here as a priority cross-cutting theme and more recently in the
Beatfreeks/BMET report ‘Young People in the West Midlands’.
Jobs and Employment Support – WMCA have been discussing with colleagues at WLCA the
delivery of an event which would present live employment and training opportunities to the local
community. This event, to be held at PCCH (WLCA) to support a cohort of ‘job ready’ customers
through a SBWA or similar programme. Similar events are currently being held in the East of
Birmingham.
Birmingham City Council Jobsfair at Aston Villa – A large scale Jobsfair will take place on the 2nd
of November 2021. This will host a huge number of employers and training providers together
with health and wellbeing services such as mindfulness. The event is expected to attract 1000
visitors and of those 1000 visitors, there is a target of 500 outcomes to be achieved.
Commonwealth Games 2022 – A showcase event took place on Tuesday 26th of October at Perry
Common Community Hall. This was one of a series of events which took place to raise awareness
and interest in the Commonwealth Games and the opportunities available through the Games.
130 people attended the event who also got a chance to join in some fun activities.
Peddimore Development – There has been promotion and marketing of opportunities for
Training, Employment and Enterprise via BEST platforms. WLCA/SCCB and Winvic are currently
developing a ‘pre-SWAP’ soft skills course to enhance ‘Groundworks’ training which is due to
commence on the 22nd of November.
HS2 Ltd – supporting the development of the business and growth workshop. There has been a
focus on access to tier 2 supplier opportunities and the benefits this can bring to the local
community. BEST updated with information about HS2’s Community and Environment Fund
5- NBER – ‘BEST’ Portal
North Birmingham Economic Recovery Portal Home – North Birmingham Recovery
(northbirminghameconomicrecovery.co.uk). The portal encapsulates the opportunities available
through taskforce partners for jobs, training, business opportunities and support. The Portal supports
and complements stakeholder websites enabling North Birmingham residents and businesses to
access opportunities available from a single place. The Portal provides a central access point for
partners to highlight upcoming opportunities and events.
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BEST Portal – User evaluation

The portal homepage, quite naturally, has the most views. The above stats show the Jobs page has
nearly twice as many lists as the Training page. This is an indicator of our audience type and their
needs. Business opportunities has the least views.

This data suggests Facebook posts are driving the most traffic to the site.
Taskforce partners to promote BEST by sharing a link to the portal with Colleagues, Partners and
Service Users.
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6- Emerging Issues, Strengths, and Information/Service Gaps
Taskforce partners and colleagues from the North Birmingham Employment and Skills Board have
highlighted the need to enhance reach and access into neighbourhoods and communities that
may not traditionally access employment, skills, and employment opportunities in North
Birmingham. The scale of the challenge requires additional capacity, capability, and resourcing.
Earlier this year WLCA officers initiated discussions with over a dozen community organisations
across the three constituencies, where a lack of resources/funding was identified as the key
barrier to participation. An application to the Community Renewal Fund (CRF) sought resources
for community organisations to connect traditionally marginalised groups to opportunities in
North Birmingham. Unfortunately, the bid was unsuccessful. Following the CRF outcome, officers
met with colleagues in DWP and WMCA to explore possibilities of securing funding to partially
bridge this gap. Unfortunately, no funds could be sourced therefore further consideration will
need to be given to how this type of activity can be resourced, especially, in relation to imminent
opportunities from the Commonwealth Games.
More recently these community organisations met with recently appointed Principal and CEO of
BMET College - Pat Carvalho at a meeting facilitated by the NBER Coordinator. Pat was keen to
hear directly from community organisations, and the discussions centred around insights and
experiences at a grassroots level and explored tangible solutions and opportunities for further
collaboration and joint working.
In addition to this WLCA have carried out a baselining exercise to explore the potential to
establish a network of community-led service providers. This will put NBER Taskforce partners
in good stead for future partnership development when expanding provision and reach into
communities.
7- Community-based Delivery, Reach and Access
The infographic below provides a useful overview of how the NBER Taskforce works in tandem
with the North Birmingham Employment and Skills Board and the Community Partners who are
delivering provisions within the local community at a grassroots level. This Eco system provides
strategic direction, operational delivery and granular insight into impact.
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North Birmingham Economic Recovery Working Summary - Actions by Workstream
Work Action A.1
stream
Milestones
Deliverables

Identify Employers (inc. supply chains). Promote and deliver a co-ordinated
jobs and skills offer.
Promote Kickstart / traineeship /SBWA / apprenticeships opportunities
Increase in residents and businesses accessing jobs, apprenticeships,
traineeships, and other opportunities.

Business and Employer Engagement

Increased uptake of opportunities by young people, members of BAME
communities, residents of priority neighbourhoods and women

Key Updates September 2021


BCC and SCCB supporting businesses to access Kick Start Scheme Funds via their Intermediary.



SCCB have been working with Sense to promote SBWA programme for jobs in care aimed at
residents in the North.



SCCB delivering fully funded HNC & HND Construction courses for women and BAME communities.



SCCB has developed a Youth and Employment Hub to track and cross refer residents to the most
suitable provision and ensure all offers of employment and training are shared



BCC created 50 Kickstart jobs at Real Living wage.



BCC and GBSLEP launching a local Apprenticeship Levy Transfer Fund for local SMEs to gain
apprenticeship training funding.

Action A.2

Develop and deliver a coordinated approach for business engagement to
identify and respond to future business needs

Milestones

Lead bespoke research into the impacts of COVID 19 on businesses and the
local interventions.
Collaborate on straightforward offer of support with wider stakeholders
including universities actively engaged in this theme
Work with existing business networks to engage employers and specialist
campaigns to reach those most difficult to engage
Apprenticeship and Sector Based Training



SCCB has developed a dedicated landing page as a ‘one stop shop’ for residents and employers to
access information and this is linked to the portal.



SCCB’s Youth and Employment Hub reaching out to employers via a monthly newsletter to
promote current schemes and initiatives to support their business. It also sends out updates to
local community groups and other stakeholders to support hardest to reach residents to enter
employment and training.

More resilient, aware, and sustainable businesses in



BMET Information shared with NBER Co-ordinator – business which have live apprentices
opportunities split by sector. This information will be analysed with a view to assessing business
needs.



Meeting took place with Pat Carvalho and Community partners on the 5th October – further
discussions to take place around co-designing programmes to suit needs/fill gaps in the
community

Deliverables

Skills and Training

Action B.1

Effectively promote and deploy available skills programmes to maximise
resident progression into employment

Milestones

Identification of employer requirements in to ensure alignment with local
skills offer
Drive forward campaigns to encourage local take up of key opportunities:
 Sector based work academies
 Kickstart
 Construction gateway
 Digital bootcamp

SCC/BMET/W
MCA/DWP

Key Updates September 2021

Future services co-designed and more in line with identified business needs,
particularly amongst more difficult to engage communities.
Increase in number of Businesses using Apprenticeships and sector-based
training support.

Lead

Key Updates


Lead

SCCB, BCC and GBSLEP are Kickstart intermediaries



Sector Gateways for construction for Perry Barr Residential Scheme and IM Properties.



SWAP programmes developed and delivered through AEB provision.



SCCB is offering digital training under digital entitlement and is developing a Digital boot camp

WMCA/SCCB/
BMET

Deliverables

Increase in number of residents gaining skills and qualifications through
SWAPS; Construction Gateway; Digital bootcamps & other programmes

offer to support employers.


BCC has launched its Breaking Down Barriers report and 10 recommendations for addressing the
impact of the pandemic on young people
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/926/breaking_down_barriers_working_towards_b
irminghams_futur



A Beatfreeks and BMet report produced looking into how young people from across our region
have responded to social and economic issues facing our communities and economy over the last
19 months. The report outlines three principal trends which we think are particularly pertinent
for young people in the region: 1. Employment, Work, Careers; 2. Money; 3. Youth voice,
Volunteering, Social Responsibilities

Significant proportion of those opportunities is accessed by young people,
members of BAME communities, residents of priority neighbourhoods and
women.

Action B.2

Investigate and develop response to redundancy programmes and create
bespoke packages to support individuals to gain roles in other industries

Milestones

Explore the ability to apply for flexibilities in Adult Education Budget to
support employers to recruit and upskill staff



SCCB is offering condensed 16-week programmes to support residents re-train into new sectors.
These are being promoted both through JCP and through our own Youth and Employment Hub.

Develop curriculum (working with employers and Trade Unions) around
IT/digital upskilling within redundancy settings.



SCCB have applied for flexibilities to offer funded courses in construction, motor vehicle,
accounts, care and fashion design to offer these free of charge to residents who require support
to re-train to enter work or progress.



BCC chairs the Birmingham & Solihull Redundancy Taskforce to co-ordinate support to local
businesses and employees facing redundancy. Shared materials have been created and aligned
support and advice is provided.

Jobs and Employment support

Deliverables

Increase employers taking advantage of the incentives to employ candidates
Increase number of employers taking advantage of the upskill funding for
employees e.g. Apprenticeship
Significant percentage of residents in redundancy setting gaining alternative
employment.

Action C.1 -

Provide local targeted support for unemployed young people through
effective deployment of youth Employability Coaches located in JCPs.

Milestones

Set out targets and method of engagement in priority communities for
existing Youth Employability coaches
Create access routes for residents into the Birmingham (DWP) Youth Hubs
Identify location within the locality to be utilised as a Youth Hub
Increase in number of residents (particularly young people) accessing
employment support
Increase in the number of residents (particularly young people) accessing
jobs, traineeships and apprenticeships
Significant proportions of those opportunities are accessed by members of
the BAME communities, residents of Priority neighbourhoods and women.
Develop and improve BAME access routes into employment support and
ultimately job opportunities
 To reinstate the role when safe to do so under social distancing
 To scope potential for outreach into BAME communities

Deliverables

Action C.2
Milestones

Key Updates

Key Updates





We currently have youth hubs set up across the city. In the North of the city we have 3, the
Lighthouse in Perry Barr where we are working in partnership with Street league, BSWAID,
Birmingham Children’s Trust and Adult Education.
We have the main hub situated in the Library of Birmingham is accessible from all parts of the
city. Here we are working with BCC YPP contract, Princes Trust, Adult Education and Birmingham
Careers service.
PCC hall (WLCA) has been set up as the third hub. This will prove to be an excellent base in the
north to reach out to young people.

Key Updates

WOMENS COMMUNITY COORDINATOR - The Women’s Co-ordinator role is a DWP pilot set up to try
and encourage women from different cultural backgrounds and communities to engage with DWP

Lead
DWP/
WMCA/Princes
Trust/WLCA

Deliverables




Increased numbers of BAME residents accessing Employment support
and other DWP services.
Increased numbers of BAME residents accessing Jobs and training
opportunities.

services and find them help with ESOL, training opportunities and finding Work. The role is based around
3 of our offices – Sparkhill, Washwood Heath and Perry Barr but the service is provided from various
outreach centre e.g. Dolphin Centre, The Lighthouse etc.





Action C.3

Milestones

Develop and deepen prison leaver pilot

Key Updates




Caseload all ex-offenders to specialist DWP work coaches to ensure
tailored approach to support their journey to employment



Deepen links with Birmingham Prison and probation including a
departure area for prison leavers at Birmingham prison



Deliverables

Hockley -Established relationship with Birmingham’s Refugee and Migrant Centre. Referrals
accepted, aware of support.
Perry Barr / Aston – Linked up with the Lighthouse Youth Hub/Centre – accepting referrals/will
use as base to see PB customers
Washwood Heath – Linked up with Dolphin women’s centre – attending on Friday drop in’s for
women and base to see JCP customers
Ladywood/Digbeth – Princes trust point of contact / Programme details exchanged with Adult
Education / Training provider Go Train – contact made, discussions around creating bespoke
course for BAME women.

Increased number of Birmingham prison leavers accessing and
retaining jobs and training

Action D.1

Development of the commonwealth Games Jobs and Skills Academy

Milestones

Report back on progress, and implement a campaign to promote JSA
opportunities priority residents and business communities
Establish WMCA/DWP multi agency team to meeting one day a week to steer
progress on Games jobs and skills impact

DWP are currently trialling a 100 prison leaver pilot where we are tracking the outcomes of 100
prisoner who left HMP Birmingham during Feb/March 2021. The Prison Work Coaches are now
working back in the prison and will be engaging with people due to be released. They will arrange
claims for prison leavers and do a warm handover the local Jobcentre. We are providing intensive
support to those on the pilot. It is still too early to assess how the pilot is progressing and
compare to those in the comparison test sites.
Attached to this we have procured a Peer Mentoring contract to help those who have made a
claim to UC. So far out of the 100:

•

66 made a claim to benefits, 17 returns to HMP, 28 went back to their old jobs

•

Out of the 66 who claimed UC: 28 have a fit note, 4 are in employment, 5 are on training
programmes, 17 have returned to prison



We have had a number of Afghan resettlement citizens located in the city and we are currently
tracking them to ensure their benefits are paid and will be looking at how we can help them with
employability skills and looking for work.



DWP continue to work with Spring Housing and probation and are one of the partners based in
the JQ Hub set up to help vulnerable prison leave.
Key Updates – awaiting update

•
•
•

JSA model of delivery in place via WMCA John Hall is the lead on this working closely with Suki Gill
The remit of the JSA via John Hall who can provide updates on the participant numbers and skills
The OCs strategic aim is for 75% of the OC and contractor workforce to come from the West
Midlands

DWP update

Lead

Birmingham
2022 OC
WMCA
DWP
GB Chambers

Deliverables

Expected that a significant proportion of Commonwealth Games and JSA and
time opportunities are fulfilled by residents



Two secondee’s from DWP working within the JSA. Sector Skills manager and Volunteering
manager and a senior DWP manager leading partnership working.

Monitor on a timely basis to ensure that a significant proportion of those
opportunities are accessed by young people, members of BAME
communities, residents of Priority neighbourhoods and Women





Identified up to 1,000 JSA and 40,000 games time opportunities



First 25 jobs have been advertised through the JSA to date.
Security Swaps will start being delivered early August.
Recruitment of Volunteering roles now closed and DWP working alongside National Lottery
funded providers to support recruitment.
Working with Providers on all relevant vacancies through JSA and Organising Committee (GI
Recruitment)
BCC is working with the OC Volunteering programme and the JSA to provide support for host city
volunteering and jobs that sit outside the OC delivery.



Action D.2

Opportunities with CWG2022

Milestones

Deliverables

Enabling local businesses to improve their understanding of the procurement
process and secure Games supply chain opportunities (including off contract spend)


Implement a campaign to promote Games procurement opportunities
to business communities



Report on progress, identify development issues and consider local
market awareness events to inform future procurement / local
purchasing processes.





Creating a coordinated and well resourced approach for all Games
opportunities
Monitor on a timely basis and report back on proport of Games
procurement opportunities (including off contract purchases) routed
in practice through local Businesses.

Key Updates – awaiting update




Tier 1 suppliers are on boarding continually with larger supplier coming into operation in August
Sept October namely Security Logistics Cleaning Transport
All social Value Commitments are being mapped as contracts are signed and go live



JW to provide details on SME spend and West Mids contract values awarded



Please be aware that OC ( Organising Committee) procurement is an ongoing process. The Social
Value evaluation system (Social Value Portal) was delayed due to covid and procurement
processes.
The portal has been live since June 2021 and contractor training is taking place as commitments
and accounts are uploaded to the portal.
No data will be released externally until late September 2021.
The first report will feature the OC’s own social value commitments including local recruitment
and apprenticeships.






NBER Co-ordinator currently organising a ‘Business Growth Workshop’ for local businesses. HS2,
IM Properties and CWG all working together to produce a comprehensive event/programme.
Delivery of the session anticipated for early December 2021.

DWP update
 Support Local businesses and offer DWP initiatives to support recruitment of roles etc for
National employers and SME’s. for pre and post Games related opportunities.
Action D.3

Milestones

Drive forward the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games Business legacy
Manifesto and ensure local focus and creating an impact




Utilise the Games as a means to boosting economic recovery from
Covid
Support the GBCC’s Business Legacy manifesto
Collaborate on establishing legacy goals and develop a plan for
delivering on these in key localities.

Key Updates – awaiting update



Pipeline of opportunities shared with JSA including B2022 6C roles and entry level roles from
procured contractors.



Following training to commence quarter 4 of 2021 and delivered through JSA partners. Focus is
on helping JSA priority groups to gain access to training in Security, Stewarding, Logistics, Cleaning
and Catering

of Commerce

Deliverables

Quantifiable and tangible legacy benefits from the games which impact upon
the Business and resident communities, particularly in priority
neighbourhoods

Action E.1

Promote local access to construction phase training and job opportunities
(through developing links with EDSG) membership already established
around the development


Milestones


Opportunities from Peddimore

Deliverables

•
•

Opportunities with HS2

Affirm commitments of Principal Contractors and supply chain.
Identify skills sets, job volumes and training opportunities.
Campaign to ensure construction phase opportunities are captured
and cascaded generally and in North Birmingham’s priority
communities.



BCC continues to focus on the jobs and skills commitments in major construction contracts and
support partnership approaches to maximising the local employment and investment. This
includes PBRS, Peddimore and HS2 developments. Work involves seeking best information on
planned jobs to support creation of local training opportunities and facilities, and extra
promotion of entry level job opportunities with local partners. –

Expected that a significant proportion of Peddimore training and job
opportunities are fulfilled by residents
Significant proport of those opportunities are accessed by young
people, members of BAME communities, residents of priority
neighbourhoods and Women.



EDSG meetings have resumed and attended by IM’s principal contractor Winvic. WLCA in
attendance at those EDSG meetings
Social Value Manager for Winvic now in post. A series of meetings have taken place with Emma
looking at supporting SBWA programmes with a pre-SBWA course, and the promotion of
enterprise opportunities through NBER/BEST platforms
Discussion underway to update template outlining opportunities available through Supply Chain –
providing foresight and an opportunity to ensure the community is equipped to access those
opportunities.

Action E.2

Devise strategy for effective matching of residents into end user/occupier
opportunities

Milestones

Early scoping of potential end user skill sets and job volumes – local
promotion and recruitment campaign

Deliverables




Work with HS2 Main Works Contractors to maximise opportunities for local
businesses.

Milestones

Main Works Contractor for the project now in place, and we will be looking
to promote opportunities for local businesses through the NBER forum
wherever relevant


Regular sharing of opportunities through te NBER Portal and via the
HS2 local business engagement team



Promotion of link to local business website on NBER portal,
www.hs2.org.uk/local-business

Lead
IM Properties
Winvic

Key Updates

•

BCC supports info and partnerships for effective job matching including the BEST portal and
events and tracks local employment outcomes.



Discussions currently underway about practical ways to capture opportunities available at
Peddimore in relation to jobs, training and procurement opportunities

Significant proportion of those opportunities are accessed by young people,
members of BAME communities, residents of priority neighbourhoods and
Women.

Action F. 1

Deliverables

Key Updates

Key Updates





Initial conversation held with NBER coordinator to explore and better understand nature of
business make up, to ensure relevance of contract opportunities
Meetings and discussion taken place – seeking out opportunities to enhance access to HS2
events/programmes.
Discussion around how to access Tier 2 supplier opportunities – ongoing.

Lead

MH / JS

Action F. 2

Work with partners to provide upskilling opportunities for local businesses as
part of HS2 constructing in local area

Milestones

This will be an ongoing part of our existing engagement programme. We will
look to share relevant updates to the group when they are valuable.

Deliverables



Additionally, we will look to deliver bespoke, focussed upskilling event
/ short term programme to give businesses access to expertise and
knowledge

Action F. 3

Promote Access to £40 million funding pot (CEF and BLEF) available for
impacted local communities

Milestones

CEF and BLEF funds already being awarded across the line our route,
including in some North Birmingham areas, we should look to learn lessons
from successful bids and share with other organisations in the area.

Deliverables

Link to CEF funding website to be added to NBER portal

Key Updates






A number of meetings have taken place with Taskforce partners and WLCA in assessing the
suitability/content of a ‘business growth workshop’ with a view to supporting local businesses
benefit from opportunities with HS2 and their supply chain.
Tier 1 contracts are not suitable for local businesses in the North of Birmingham.
Further discussions underway around how best to raise awareness and aspirations around Tier 2
opportunities.

MH / JS

Key Updates



JS to get link to CEF and BLEF funding site updated on BEST –
https://hs2funds.org.uk/home/community-environment-fund/

MH / JS

Ongoing promotion of BLEF funds through relevant organisations
Action F. 4

Milestones

HS2 Job Brokerage Model which includes Birmingham City Council’s
Employment Access Team as a Job Brokerage Partner for the Birmingham
area

 Jobs brokerage now live, with over 200 West Midlands jobs uploaded.
 Jobs will continue to appear here throughout the project.

 Sharing of jobs brokerage across the NBER portal

Deliverables


Working with other partners to make sure referral organisations are
joined up.

Key Updates



We will continue to promote opportunities within the group.

MH / JS
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